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Millet Network of India is convened by Deccan Development Society, which over the last
25 years, has been working with rural communities of Medak District and assisted them
in their quest for food sovereignty. The Network has about 120 members across the
length and breadth of the country, and is currently involved in a range of interventions in
about 8 states including Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat,
Odisha, Himachal Pradesh and Nagaland.

An Appeal
All the members of Millet Network of India who receive this newsletter are requested to
make their contributions to it, so that it can be enriched and stories from different corners of the country where not only MINI works but from across the borders can be presented. Photo-features, stories, analytical articles, policy analyses and so on are all welcome.
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Millets to be procured at MSP for public distribution system: Agri
minister

The Narendra Modi government has decided to include millets in the public distribution system for which it is
procuring these grains at federally fixed minimum support prices, agriculture minister Radha Mohan Singh said.
The agriculture ministry has started a new programme to focus on millets or coarse cereal production, mostly
grown by small and poor farmers. Millets are a naturally rich source of vitamins and micro-nutrients.
Rajasthan is the top producer of coarse cereals in the country. Millets are mostly cultivated in low-fertile lands,
mountainous terrain, tribal and rain-fed areas in states such as Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Haryana,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Telangana.
Supply of cheap millets to poor households and through school midday meals will improve nutrition outcomes
among the poor and also boost incomes of small farmers, the minister said.
According to agriculture ministry data, the area under millets has been declining. Despite growing demand for
millets from urban consumer because of their natural high content of vitamins, proteins, oils and minerals, in 2016
-17, the area under millet cultivation declined to 14.72 million hectares, down 60% compared to the previous
year. India produces, on an average, over 40 million tonnes of coarse cereals.
The ministry is rolling out a programme called “nutri-cereals” under the National Food Security Mission to increase
output of millets, such as jowar (sorghum), bajra (pearl millet) and ragi (finger millet) as well as indigenous indigenous “little millets” known as kutki, kodo, sawa, kangni and cheena. The government has declared 2018 as
the “National Year of Millets”.
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Last July , Prime Minister Modi had called for inclusion of millets under the public distribution system. Following
this, a meeting of the consultative committee on agriculture headed by NITI Aayog member Ramesh Chand was
held in October 2017. Based on the recommendations of NITI Aayog, the agriculture ministry has decided to create
a sub-mission on “nutri-cereals”.
According to the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, millets are drought-tolerant and resistant to climate
change. Cultivation of millets requires less water than rice and wheat, which makes them suitable for small growers.

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/millets-to-be-procured-at-msp-for-public-distribution-systemagri-minister/story-cMQiSpeWBubIYTqy9EDVdK.html
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Press Release on organic labeling : PGSOC
Are we losing our right to the recognition of Organic?
Millions of farmers in India may lose their right to call what they grow as organic, when a new government law
comes into operation. This might be as soon as tomorrow.
Alarmed by this development, the PGS Organic Council, [an all
India body that represents millions of peasant farmers] has, in
anguish, reminded the government that these farmers constitute “more than 75% of the farming community In India.
These are the very people, who have symbolized organic
farming”
DDS as the member of PGSOC has been working with very small organic women farmeers for over 25 years now. It
works in the Zaheerabad region of Sangareddy district and has been at the forefront of organic discourse representing over 5000 women orgaic farmers.
In a letter addressed to the Prime Minister of India, the PGSOC which has a direct membership of over 10000 organic farmers in 14 Indian states, reminds the government that The PGS is a system that enables farmers, the
actual growers to certify the organic nature of their produce. Thus PGS not only saves money for the small and
marginal peasant farmers but also produces dignity for them and helps them retain their self worth.
PGSOC has the distinction of sensitizing the Government of India to the democratic, people-centered character of
PGS, says the letter to the PM and says “This has given India the rare international recognition of being the only
country in the world that allows a civil society PGS to precede and coexist with theGovernment’s own PGS”.
But all this may become a thing of the past once the new notification from the FSSAI comes into operation. “FSSAI
[Food Safety and Standards Association of India] set up in the year 2008 which has announced that it will come up
with a notification that will decide who can call their produce organic Through this action, knowingly or unknowingly the peasant farmers, the sole inheritors of the concept of organic in this country have been totally disempowered and this will impact negatively on the very people-centered democratic basis of the Indian constitution” agonizes the PGSOC.
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“This is an extraordinary situation Mr. Prime Minister which will also result in farmers being robbed of their right to
come together under an umbrella such as PGSOC and stand upright with their dignity intact and tell the market
proudly that they are the genesis of the word Organic” says the letter from the PGSOC.
The PGSOC national council which met in Pastapur Village of Sangareddy District of Telangana to ‘analyse the
current situation and articulate their deep concerns’, has come out with a Pastapur Declaration of the PGSOC
that reminds the nation that organic farming has been the proud heritage of millions of small peasant farmers in
India for several generations and passionately e their civilizational right to retain the title organic title. These authentic organic farmers have occupied the farmscape of the vast stretch of drylands of Deccan, millions of hectares
hills in the Northeast, Himalayas, Central India and the Ghats –Eastern and Western, the letter reminds the Prime
Minister.
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In conclusion the PGSOC has made three demands to the Prime Minister:
•
•

•
•

Please do not permit one single government body to appropriate for itself the right to decide who
should be called organic
Please keep in mind that small peasant farmers cannot approach organic markets that are primarily
urban middle class based and therefore need to come together under a broad umbrella of not for
profit agencies such as PGSOC. This is the very raison d’être of PGSOC.
Therefore as the Prime Minister of the country please ensure that PGSOC is not delegitimized and
deprived of its rights and responsibilities by a simplistic purely market-aimed notification.
Finally as someone who has constantly nurtured India’s liberal, democratic image abroad, please
treat PGSOC as a flagship of the civil society, people-centered regulatory structure of the organic
food regime and with this in view, please don’t allow the delegitimisation of PGSOC at any cost.

(PV Satheesh)
Director, Deccan Development Society,
Member PGSOC
https://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/current-affairs/040718/hyderabad-farmers-criticise-fssais-norms.html
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All India Millet Sisters (AIMS) annual convention
An year has passed since we held MINI's last National
Convention at NMML New Delhi. We all celebrated
the launch of All India Millet Sisters [AIMS] Network during the same time. This was of such significance that the Union Minister for Women and Child
Welfare Ms Maneka Gandhi freed herself from her
Parliamentary commitments to come and inaugurate
the Network.
As we all know Millet Sisters from across the country have
been facing many adversities from corporate market tycoons and the unfavorable government policies. Yet the
sisters continuously kept fighting these negative forces
with great ease and unshakable faith. In recognition to
their courage, Government of India has recently rewarded
the Millet Sisters with the most prestigious Nari Shakti
Puraskar for their outstanding work in millets cultivation,
conservation and consumption.
All India Millet Sisters from different regions and states of
India gathered at ICAR-NEH, Umiam, Meghalaya on 23-24
May 2018. The National Convention on millets every alternate years where millet farmers from across the country
voice their concerns and share dialogues with the government officials, bureacrats, scientists, academicians, activists
and civil societies. This year they have another reason to
meet, to celebrate their success and receipt of Nari Shakti
Puraskar. In this convention millet sisters arrive at a declaration and submit to policy makers.
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The Umiam Declaration of Millet Sisters has been made and
endorsed by about 100 millet farmers from 12 states i.e Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka,
Meghalaya, Nagaland, Odisha, Rajasthan, Telangana, Tamil
Nadu and West Bengal,. civil society groups, scientists, academicians, policy makers, activists, environmentalists and
media professionals that took part in the convention.
The declaration is focusing on
'Government must offer priority support to millet based
biodiverse agriculture practiced by millions of small
women farmers who are custodians of India's rich lore of
millet farming practices' demanded Millet Sisters.
Cond…..
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Another major demand included in their 'Umiam
Declaration of Millet Sisters' is 'It is imperative
that millets should be the center piece of the
government's Public Distribution System (PDS) so
that India can escape the ignominy of occupying
177thrank among the malnutritioned countries of
the world. As mothers and women concerned
with the wellness of children across the country,
the millet sisters have urged the government to accord primacy for millet foods in the ICDS and
school meal programmes. This, they hope will ensure a healthy new generation.
A series of government actions demanded by the millet sisters to support the women millet farmers
include
• Helping women collectives to set up affordable
millet processing units
• Setting up of community based procurement
centers that can be easily accessed and con
trolled by women farmers.
• Ensuring that millet farming is supported by
MNREGS programme.
The network has demanded support for public research that focuses on traditional knowledge on millet cultivation particularly held by women.
The AIMS network has taken strong exception to
the Indian Institute of Millet Research
'hobnobbing' with genetic engineering and have
demanded that IIMR ' focus on the enormous
wealth of women's knowledge on millet ecology
which is a great national asset.'
Millets-The Everlasting Grains

The AIMS has also called upon all the agricultural research bodies to urgently work on the economic valuation of millet ecology in their research program. Finally
while appreciating the government for bestowing
awards on peasant women farmers for their signal contribution to millet farming they have also demanded
that government must not stop at these awards but
concede the demands by them which shall be the true honour the peasant women farmers of millets.
Cond…...
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UMIAM DECLARATION OF MILLET SISTERS
from
st

1 Annual Convention of All India Millet Sisters (AIMS) Network
May 2323-24, 2018
Dr D N Borthakur Conference Hall, ICARICAR-NEH, Umiam, Shillong, Meghalaya

In association with:
Millet Network of India, North East Network
ICARICAR-NEH, Meghalaya
Having met at the ICAR-NEH, Umiam, Meghalaya on May 23-24, 2018, along with civil society groups, scientists, activists
and environmentalists from 12 states -- Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Meghalaya,
Nagaland, Odisha, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, & West Bengal and having had an elaborate discusion on MILLETS:
Current Concernds and Challenges we the members of the All India Millet Sisters Network have arrived at the following

Umiam Declaration of Millet Sisters

We demand that the government acknowledge that millets are our heritage crops. Multifaceted in
their extraordinary value for providing food, nutrition, fodder, livelihood and ecological security in
these climate-stressed times, millets truly stand as a symbol of our resilient agriculture.
We insist that the government must offer priority support to milletmillet-based biodiverse agriculture
practised by milllions of small women farmers who are custodians of India’s rich lore of millet
farming practices.

PDS must mean millets
It is imperative that millets should be the cenrepiece of the Government‘s Public Distribution
System (PDS) so that India can escape the ignominy of occupying 172nd rank among the most
malnutritioned countries in the world.
Given the shocking burden of malnutrition among children in India, which is the highest in the world, we
urge that the government should give primacy to the use of millet foods in the Integrated
CUhild Development Scheme (ICDS)and MidMid-DayDay-MealScheme. This would ensure a healthy new
generation.

Multiple support for millet women
Millets-The Everlasting Grains

To support women millet farmers, the government should:
• Help women’s collectives to set up affordable processing units to reduce the drudgery of
millet processing;
•

Ensure procurement of millets at the MSP fixed by government

•

Set up communitycommunity-based procurement centres that are easily accessed and controlled by
women farmers.

•

Include millet farming as a guaranteed MGNREGS work to support employment of
women in millet farming.
Cond…..
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Just price, insurance and compensation
The national Commission on Agricultural Cost and Prices should make a special valuation of millets
taking into consideration their nutritional and ecological values and fix the price for these
wonder grains.
Crop insurance and compensation schemes for crop damage in India have traditionally bypassed millets
which is not just an oversight but a serious shortcoming of our policies. Therefore we demand that
crop insurance and compensation in the event of crop damage must include all varieties of
millets at par with other crops.
crops
In the blitz of propaganda enjoyed by favoured crops such as rice and wehat, millets have been
systematically sidelined and today occupy the lowest levels of awareness in the minds of our
population. It is the duty of the Government to use its public media network to promote
dawareness of the enormous nutrtional value of millets among consumers specially since this
is the National Year of Millets. This awareness campaign must include popular programmes on
millet recipes.

IIMR, shun GE research
We demand support for public research that throws light on the scientific values of our traditional
knowledge on millet cultivation particwularly held by women.
We demand that Indian Institute of Millet Research should not waste its time and public money by
hobnobbing with research on genetic modification of millet crops and instead focus on the
enormous wealth of women’s knowledge on millet ecology which is a great national asset..
We call upon all agricultural research institutions to work on the economi valuation of millet ecology
in their academic and research programmes.

Go beyond awards
We greatly appreciate the fact that government has recognised the signal contribution of peasant
women farmers and has heen bestowing honours on them in recent years. We would be more honoured if the government does not stoop just at these awards and instead implemented our demands
listed here to ensure a more secure future for us and the nation at large.

Endorsements from:
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Ms Saraswati, SABALA, Vizianagaram District, Andhra Pradesh
Ms Suseela, Millet Sister,Mamidipalem, Visakhapatnam,Andhra Pradesh
Ms K. Narayanamma, Millet Sister,Kothavalasa, Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh
Ms I. Maheswari, Millet Sister,Pedabayalu, Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh
Ms T. Kamala Kumari, Millet Sister,Vepada, Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh
Mr Jogi Naidu, SVDS, Anakapally, Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh
Dr Monisha Behal, North East Network, Guwahati, Assam
Ms Moon Bora, North East Network, Assam
Ms Usha Lakra, North East Network, Assam
Ms Anurita Pathak, North East Network, Assam
Mr Ritupon Gogoi, FST, Guwahati, Assam
Mr Tushar Pancholi, Paryavaran Vikas Kendra, Gujarat
Mr Anil Barot, Millet Sister Rajkot, Gujarat
Ms Nita Boart, Millet Sister, Rajkot, Gujarat
Ms Khatija Akbar, Millet Sister,Rajkot, Gujarat
Mr Nekram, LVK, Nanj Teh, Kassag, Himachal Pradesh
Ms Ramkali, Millet Sister, Nanj Teh, Kassag, Himachal Pradesh
Ms Shivamma Millet Sister, Yadgir district, Karnataka
Ms Jayamala, Millet Sister, Yadgir district, Karnataka
Mr Yadaiah, PRAG JOTHI, Yadgir district, Karnataka
Ms Mary, Millet Sister, KRRS, Bidar, Karnataka
Ms Gopamma, Millet Sister KRRS, Bidar, Karnataka
Mr Prabudas, KRRS, Bidar, Karnataka

Mr Prakash, KRRS, Bidar, Karnataka
Dr T N Prakash, Chair, Agriculture Price Commission, Bangalore, Karnataka
Ms Sheelu Francis, Women's Collective, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Ms Palaniammal, Millet Sister, Koltapatti, Tutucoran, Tamil Nadu
Dr Suresh Reddy, Associate Professor, CESS, Hyderabad, Telangana
Ms Mogulamma, Millet Sister, Potpalli Village, Sangareddy District, Telangana
Ms Krishna Veni, All India Millet Sisters Network, Telangana
Ms Rojamma, Deccan Development Society, Telangana
Ms Mamatha, Sangham Organics, Pastapur, Telangana
Ms Tejasvi, Deccan Development Society, Telangana
Ms Reenamma, Millet Sister & Community Film Maker, Rechintal, Telangana
Ms Ranamma, Millet Sister & Community Film Maker, Telangana
Ms Genaral Narasamma, Sangham Radio, Machnoor, Telangana
Ms Jayasri, Deccan Development Society, Telangana
Mr PV Satheesh, National Convenor, Millet Network of India, Hyderabad, Telangana
Ms Chinna Narasamma, Millet Sister, Community Media Trust, Telangana
Ms Mayuri, Film Maker, Pastapur, Telangana
Mr Janardhan, PILUPU, Bhongir, Telangana
Ms Gopamma, Millet Sister,Bhongir, Telangana
Ms Masru, Millet Sister,Bhongir, Telangana
Ms Sumalatha, Millet Sister, KK Thanda, Bhongir,Telangana
Mr Nimmaiah, PEACE, Bhongir, Telangana
Mr Shiba Prasad, Ahinsa Club, Odisha
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Ms Masru, Millet Sister,Bhongir, Telangana
Ms Sumalatha, Millet Sister, KK Thanda, Bhongir,Telangana
Mr Nimmaiah, PEACE, Bhongir, Telangana
Mr Shiba Prasad, Ahinsa Club, Odisha
Ms Anitha Sahu, Millet Sister, Ahinsa Club, Odisha
Ms Betikhai Bariha, Millet Sister, Ahinsa Club, Odisha
Ms Trisha Paladhi, AGRAGAMEE, Odisha
Ms Sumani Jhodia, Millet Sister, Odisha
Ms Sushila Majhi, Millet Sister, Odisha
Mr Narayan Barik, NIRMAN, Odisha
Ms Paramiti Mahji, Millet Sister, Community Leader, Kandhamal, Odisha
Ms Sramyuli Mallick, Community Leader, Kandhamal, Odisha
Mr Aman Singh, KRAPAVIS, Rajasthan
Ms Latha Jishnu, Senior Freelance Journalist, New Delhi
Ms Gina Phanbuh, North East Network, Meghalaya
Dr L Devarani, Asst Prof., Central Agricultural University, Meghalaya
Dr Bijoya Bhattacharjee, HOD.Center for Biotech.
Dr Subhash babu, Scientist(Agro),ICAR – NEH, Umiam, Meghalaya
Dr Bagish kumar, Scientist -social science, ICAR- NEH, Umiam, Meghalaya
Mr Habandajop Lyngdoh, SURE, Jowai
Mr Raj Parsah, SURE, Jowai
Ms Amlin G. Momin, Farmer, Sasatgre, West Garohills. Meghalaya
Ms Mitjilima G. Momin, Farmer, Sasatgre, West Garohills. Meghalaya

Mr Dharmen G. Momin, Community leader, Sasatgre, West Garohills, Meghalaya
Dr Vishram ram, Professor, CPGS, Cental Agriculture university, Umiam, Meghalaya
Ms Merrysha Nongrum, NESFAS Meghalaya
Mr Jankpreet, NESFAS Meghalaya
Ms Binasi Mary, Farmer, East Khasi Hills, Meghalaya
Ms Jesenta Rani, Farmer, East Khasi Hills, Meghalaya
Ms Mesilhi-u, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Neipelhi-u, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Dikhwetso-u, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Songulo-u, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Ghaluta, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Lupisii, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Vepralu Sapu, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Ms Thuyevolusapu, Millet Sister, Nagaland
Mr Stephen, North East Network, Nagaland
Ms BK Chettri, KKKS, Kalimpong, West Bengal
Ms Pavitra Sherpa, Farmer, Kalimpong, West Bengal
Ms Manjari Subbha, Farmer, Kalimpong, West Bengal
Ms Samhita Barooah, Freelance Journalist, Guwahati
Ms Dolly Wotsa, North East Network, Nagaland
Ms Neitshopeu Thopi, North East Network, Nagaland
Ms Wekoweu Tsuhah, North East Network, Nagaland
Ms Seno Tsuhah, North East Network, Nagaland
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Together Towards Diversity ConFarm
On Saturday June 16, 2018, in a celebratory event the
consumers from Hyderabad participated with farmers in
sowing their fields. For the first time in the history, urban
consumers signed a formal agreement with peasant
women for a partnership in a formal function at Pastapur,
Zaheerabad, Sangareddy district, Telangana.

This heralds a new movement of consumers and farmers said PV Satheesh, Director, Deccan Development Society, the three decade old NGO in Telangana working with more than 5000 women farmers
practicing millet based biodiverse agriculture in Zaheerabad region.
Introducing the unique concept ConFarm (Consumer
– Farmer Compact), he explained how the Society’s
association with Disha, a consumer movement based
in Hyderabad led to concieve this common dream of
securing health and environment for both farmers
and consumers. ‘Beyond Organic’ is one of the efforts
of Disha Consumer Movement, a voluntary group
based in Tellapur, Hyderbad who for several years
have been creating awareness among consumers on
the aspects of food, environment and health’ he said.
Through ‘Beyond Organic’ Disha members started exploring the enlightened consumers who are
ready to look beyond organic food and understand other dimensions of food; farmers who grow their
food and the lifestyle that is ecological.
'Organic has become a big trap, However Disha consumers through this effort of theirs are finding a
way for those who are seriously worried about procuring authentic organic food while they are also
contributing to soil health, environment, and a solution for climate change. They have come here to
sign the compact with the ecological women farmers of DDS Sanghams.'
Millets-The Everlasting Grains

‘As members and supporters of Disha consumer movement we state that we are happy and committed to support sangham women farmers and their biodiverse agriculture upto Rs 10,000 per acre. We
are grateful that you are repaying our cash support in the form of invaluable grains, ecologically
raised on your farms.’ pledged the consumers as they signed the agreement with farmers.
In response to this the women farmers entered into the agreement by stating ‘ We are very happy
that you are partnering us in our centuries old practice of raising diverse crops without chemical fertilizers, pesticides or irrigation. We are sure that together we will ensure the health and safety of our
food, our soil and our environment. In return for your financial assistance, we promise to offer you
healthy diverse crops grown on our farms.
Cond……..
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'To the best of our knowledge this is unique for the fact that this is probably the first time in India [and
perhaps in the world] where a group of consumers have decided to look beyond organized markets for
their organic food and are prepared to partner peasant women in the very production process of such
foods by directly establishing a compact with them by financially supporting their agriculture thereby
lowering farmers dependency on state sops and market lending. According to this compact, each consumer will support a group of farmers upto Rs.10,000 per acre for their farming needs. In return the
farmers will sell Rs.10,000 worth of their produce after the harvest. This association between consumers and farmers is expected to continue season after season.'
I am very happy that you all came to our fields and took part
in the sowing. We will send all the 30 varieties of crops we are
growing on our lands to your homes. We eat healthy food
cultivated without chemicals and I am now happy that you
will all be able to eat the same food from now' said Chakribai,
farmer from Arjun Naik Thanda addressing the consumers.
'DDS women farmers give us a hope to face today's crises in food, environment and society. We want to
learn from and support Millet Sisters who have been quite boldly fighting the forces all alone to protect
their traditional food crops and farming practices. By consuming millets we hope we can help expand
the millet area and as consumers who eat the food the farmers grow, we want to take equal responsibility to protect the biodiverse agriculture and thereby the soil health. This step will be a guiding force
for the younger generation who can escape the emerging issues around them.' said Mr D Raju, Convenor of Disha Consumer Movement.
'This is an alternative socio-economic model in agriculture' said Dr Vinod
Pavarala, Professor from University of Hyderabad talking about the unique
initiative of consumer - farmer compact.
'We are really happy that you have heard our problems and came forward
to support us. Now we have become a family' said Mogulamma another
millet farmer addressing the consumers.
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'This is a historic Saturday in our life said Sneha Magapu an IT Professional
from Hyderabad who has signed up for the program.' As urban consumers
we are very conscious about what we eat and we are very to have found
the real farmers who can give us authentic organic food.'
'This is an opportunity to understand the life of farmers and integrate our lifestyle with theirs. We have
to move beyond being a normal consumer who buy food from market and instead understand what it
takes to cultivate it. We will be eagerly waiting for rains just as farmers and be part of the their happiness and sorrows.' Together we are paving a path for several such initiatives to start across the state
and country said Jhansi, TV anchor and actor who is also supporting the farmers through this initiative.
I have been writing about agriculture and issues of farmers for several years now, but every time I
see DDS farmers, I get a new hope. They have found solutions for all their problems and it is better
if governments stay away from them.' said Lata Jishnu , a senior agriculture journalist.
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Millets Recipe Junction
Foxtail Millet Banana Cake
Ingredients:
Foxtail millet flour : 200g
Cocoa powder
: 50g
Eggs
: 2no
Butter
: 200ml
Mashed banana
: 2 bananas
Baking powder
: 1/4th tsp
Vanilla essence
: 1 tbsp

Preparation Method:
•
•
•

•
•

Pre-heat the oven at 180 degree C.
Combine all the dry ingredients in a bowl and mix together. In a separate bowl mash the
bananas and add all the other wet ingredients into it.
Pour the wet ingredient into the dry and mix till combined. Do not over mix. This batter
will be not really being very liquidy. Pour it into a greased pan and even out the surface
with a spatula.
Bake for 40 to 45 minutes or till the toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean.
Wait for it to cool down completely before you cut into it.

Ms. Neitshope-U (Atshole) Thopi,
Programme Associate, NEN, Nagaland
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